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During the 1980-81 austral field season, orbicular grano-
diorite and associated rocks from two localities in Taylor Valley
were mapped, described, photographed, and sampled for sub-
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sequent petrographic and chemical analyses. The primary pur-
poses of our research are (1) to elucidate the mechanism(s) by
which the orbicular rocks formed and (2) to gain new infor-
mation regarding the processes of chemical diffusion and mag-
matic assimilation. In this article we present some of the results
and preliminary conclusions based on our recent fieldwork.
Earlier reconnaissance of the orbicular rocks in Taylor Valley
includes a field and petrographic study by Palmer, Bradley,
and Prebble (1967) and an electron microprobe study of two
orbicular samples (Dahl and Palmer 1979).

Figure 1 is a new geologic map of part of the Taylor Glacier
locality (4 kilometers west of the Rhone Glacier), showing
relationships between Larsen granodiorite, Skelton Group
metasediments, and orbicule zones. Here, orbicules and xen-
oliths (i.e., rock fragments) occur in discontinuous bands,
lenses, and irregular pod-shaped zones in the Larsen grano-
diorite (figure 2), although isolated single orbs are found
occasionally. Xenolith and orbicule zones are parallel to the
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Figure 1. Geologic map of part of the Taylor Glacier area: (1) index map of Taylor Valley with inset of map 2; (2) geologic map by theodolite
showing general relationships between Larsen granodiorite, Skelton Group metasediments, and zones of orbicules, with Inset of map 3;
and (3) detail of orbicule pod pictured in figure 2, with relationships to other smaller pods and thin zones of orbicules.
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flow-banding in the granodiorite, the foliation in the nearby
Skelton Group metasediments, and the (largely concordant)
Larsen-Skelton contact.

Within most orbicule zones, the orbs are widely to closely
spaced and commonly are embedded in a hornblende-plagio-
clase-rich granodiorite matrix that is distinctly coarser grained
than the surrounding granodiorite. Orbs within a zone are
remarkably well sorted as to size, and, although spherical to
somewhat ellipsoidal in shape, they show no obvious pre-
ferred orientation (figure 2). A given xenolith zone usually is
dominated by xenoliths of one lithology. Similarly, in a typical
orbicule zone, the orbs are cored by xenolithic material of one
dominant lithology, but shell geometry and degree of mag-
matic assimilation may differ from orb to orb.

no-

Figure 2. Irregular pod of orbicuies plus matrix embedded in Lar-
sen granodlorite, Taylor Glacier area. Pod shown is the large one
mapped in figure 1, inset 3 (center).

Orbicules in the Taylor Glacier locality typically consist of
a nonfoliated diopside-biotite-andesine core surrounded by
a single monomineralic shell or by multiple shells alternately
plagioclase-rich and homblende-rich. Within a given shell,
radial hornblende, plagioclase, and/or (less commonly) diop-
side-biotite intergrowth are superimposed on the overall con-
centric structure. Orbicular matrix appears to be a hybrid rock
formed by contamination of granodioritic magma by assimi-
lated xenolithic material. Figure 3 illustrates a typical multi-
shelled, diopside-biotite-andesine-cored orbicule in
granodioritic matrix. Orbicules in the Taylor Glacier area are

Figure 3. Diopside-biotlte-ande sine-co red orb from outcrop shown
In figure 2 (right side, below rock pick). Shell minerals are domi-
nantly hornblende and plagioclase defining the radial-concentric
structure.

less commonly cored by amphibolite, very coarse-grained cli-
nopyroxene or hornblende, and (rarely) granodiorite or orbic-
ular shell fragments.

Similar relationships were found at Nussbaum Riegel, 10
kilometers east of the Taylor Glacier area. At Nussbaum Riegel,
orbicules and xenoliths are closely spaced in long narrow
bands in Larsen granodiorite and Olympus granitic gneiss.
One orbicule band ranging from 0.5 to 2 meters wide was
traced continuously along strike for a distance of 800 meters.
The orbicules are commonly elongate parallel to the bands,
which, in turn, are parallel to nearby contacts, flow-banding,
and foliation. They are simple orbicules, displaying only very
thin single or multiple concentric shells of hornblende and
plagioclase. Radial shell structure was found only in a few
samples. Orbicules usually are cored by the same diopside-
biotite-andesine lithology observed at Taylor Glacier.

Previous work has shown that most orbicules in Taylor Val-
ley originated when xenoliths, possibly of the Skelton Group,
underwent simultaneous reaction with and assimilation by
granodioritic magma. Field relationships suggest that the
orbicule and xenolith bands represent original concordant
interbeds and lenses in a quartzo-feldspathic metasedimen-
tary rock that was part of the original Skelton sedimentary
sequence. High-grade metamorphism associated with the
Ross orogeny must have resulted in widespread melting of
this (water-rich) quartzo-feldspathic sediment, and the result-
ing magma must have reacted with the now-metamorphosed
original interbeds and lenses to form orbicules. This model
explains (1) the mapped occurrence of orbicules and xenoliths,
(2) the uniformity of xenolithic core lithology within an orbi-
cule zone, and (3) the origin of at least part of the Larsen
granodiorite and Olympus granite gneiss.

Subsequent field, petrographic, and chemical work will test
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this and other hypotheses for the origin of the xenoliths and
the mechanisms of formation of the orbicules themselves.

We thank Gary Rogers and Mark Schmidt (Kent State Uni-
versity), JoAnne Danielson (University of Massachusetts), and
Vladimir Samsonov (Research Institute of Arctic Geology, Len-
ingrad) for their able field assistance. All fieldwork was com-
pleted during the period 1-19 January 1981.
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Structural and stratigraphic studies
of the Beacon Supergroup: Interim

report
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The purpose of our field investigations was to increase
knowledge of the Victoria and Taylor groups in the Beacon
sequence, Quartermain Range (Beacon Heights), southern
Victoria Land. We established four objectives: (1) to map, geo-
logically, for the first time, the Beacon Supergroup outcrop on
a formation basis in the area of Ferrar, Taylor, and Lashly gla-
ciers; (2) to study the unique large-scale deformation in stra-
tigraphic units of the Arena Valley, particularly a remarkable
exposure on Slump Mountain north of Brawhm Pass; (3) to
establish type sections of stratigraphy originally described by
McElroy (1969)—specifically, the Altar Mountain Formation,
the Arena Sandstone, and the Brawhm and Farnell Sandstone
members were in need of definition; and (4) to examine in
detail the nature of coal occurrences within the Victoria Group.

Work was undertaken from McMurdo between 9 December
1980 and 15 January 1981. Two periods of fieldwork, each of
about 2 weeks, were separated by a week of compilation and
review in McMurdo.

Geologic mapping. The original concept of the mapping pro-
gram was adhered to and a map at a scale of 1:50,000 has been
compiled covering a triangular area extending from New
Mountain, southwest to Mount Feather, north to Kennar Val-
ley and Finger Mountain, and closing southeasterly to New
Mountain (see figure).

We used nonstandard geologic mapping techniques. Due to
the large contour interval on the only available base map (a
preliminary 1:100,000 sheet), and to the generalization that
expectedly and inevitably occurs on such a map, it was nec-
essary to plot geologic boundaries by independent position-
ing. This was achieved by setting up "plotting stations" at 12
strategic positions located by using sextant bearings from
defined peaks. Thereafter, we used a sextant, high-resolution
binoculars, sections measured by earlier workers, trimetragon

aerial photography, color and black-and-white ground pho-
tography, enhanced by walking and climbing to compile what
we believe is a reasonably reliable geologic map. The area of
precise mapping covers approximately 200 square kilometers,
with interpolative mapping extending to cover 650 square
kilometers.

Major stratigraphic units shown on the map, and largely
adapted from McElroy (1969) and McKelvey, Webb, and Kohn
(1977) are: cover units (ice, snow, scree, talus, etc.), Ferrar
Dolerite, Lashly Formation, Feather Conglomerate, Weller coal
measures, Metschel Tillite, Aztec Siltstone, Beacon Heights
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Fig. 1 LOCALITY MA!

Locality map of Beacon Supergroup.
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